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Increase
Your Space
Utilization
Up To
Specializing in complete
warehouse systems.
Aisles as small as 54"
with wire guidance.
• Warehouse Rack Design
• AUTO-CAD Drawing Services for
Narrow Aisle & Very Narrow Aisle
Layouts
• Pallet Racks
• Shelving
• Forklifts
• Hand Trucks
• Pallet Jacks
• Dock Equipment
• Mezzanines
• Concrete Floor Sealer
If your company doesn’t find ways
to increase space utilization and cut
expense, they are going to get left
behind.
Don’t let this happen to you.

Call Ring Power's Warehouse
System team today!

One call does it all!

888-699-7811

lifttrucks.ringpower.com
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Servicing All Makes and Models...........................

To Our Customers…
In these difficult economic times, not many
companies are opening new facilities. However, to
better serve our customers, Ring Power embarked on
a long-term facility improvement plan in 2005, which
has benefited every service area in our Florida sales
territory.
The expansion and renovation projects continue to
improve our ability to meet the needs of Ring Power
customers and include the following:

Renovations & Expansions
• Tampa administrative offices and service bays
• 7,700-sq. ft. crane service facility expansion in
Union City, Ga.
• Expansion of the heavy equipment service shop and
renovation of the administrative facilities in Orlando
and Palm Bay
The newest construction project, completed this
summer, is the new facility located in Lakeland,
which replaced the aging building in nearby Mulberry
(see article on page 7 for details).
Our investment in facility improvements is a
testament to Ring Power’s long-term commitment to
providing Ring Power customers the best product,
parts and service and maintaining Ring Power’s
standing as an industry leader well into the future.

Our New Lakeland Branch
is Now Open for Business....................................
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Some New Faces in New Places
Changes on the Board of Directors......................
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product report

New Construction
• 35,000-sq. ft. facility in Sarasota
• 27,237-sq. ft. facility in North Jacksonville
• 29,787-sq. ft. facility in Midway, near Tallahassee
• 42,449-sq. ft. facility in Pompano Beach for Ring
Power Crane and Ring Power Lift Trucks
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Ring Power Headquarters

500 World Commerce Parkway • St. Augustine, FL 32092
The Marketing Department prepares Ring Power News for friends and associates of Ring Power
Corporation. Your comments, ideas and suggestions are welcome. Please submit correspondence to:
Ring Power News Editor, Ring Power Corporation, PO Box 45022, Jacksonville, FL 32232-5022
or information@ringpower.com
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An employee uses a Caterpillar forklift to move tools and supplies where needed.

components. “Ring Power proved to be a one-stop source for a variety
of equipment needs while affording the best value for price, residual
value, and financing opportunities,” stated FAS Chief Financial Officer
Mark Shuman.
Operational equipment is the key to Flightstar’s success. “You
can have all the equipment in the world but if it doesn’t work it does
us no good,” stated Hernandez. “Ring Power not only provides me
with a service but they also have resources and the right attitude.” The
standardization of their equipment fleet and Ring Power’s “train-thetrainer” program have also contributed to a spirit of company unity
among FAS operators.
According to Hernandez, partnering with Ring Power is the best
business move he has made to date. Ring Power equipment helps keep

Since its founding in 2000, Flightstar Aircraft Services (FAS) has
grown rapidly into an industry leader in heavy aircraft maintenance.
Already recognized for work on Boeing B727s, FAS brought their
reputation for service, quality and on-time delivery to Cecil Field
in Jacksonville, Fl. in 2005. Here the new, expanded facility made
it possible to add B757s to the company’s maintenance platform. In
addition to these two models, Flightstar is certified by the Federal
Aviation Authority, European Aviation Safety Agency, and Bermuda
Aviation Authority to perform maintenance, repair and overhaul
operations on DC9, MD80 and B737 aircraft.
FAS has brought more than 500 jobs to Cecil Field, and is
currently the largest private employer at the airfield. Flightstar
President Jerry Hernandez, who became interested in a career in the
aviation industry while serving in the Air Force, attributes his success
in a small niche market to its tightly networked reputation and
unlimited geographical borders.

FAS holds maintenance contracts with large package
dealers as well as elite clientele throughout the U.S.
Federally-mandated upkeep contracts and passenger-tocargo plane conversions are a large part of Flightstar’s
domestic business; in fact, the company is an authorized
installation center for freighter conversion. Internationally,
much of their business involves B757 passenger-tofreighter conversions. Flightstar works on aircraft from all
over the globe: Thailand, the Philippines, Mexico, Brazil,
Argentina, Canada, Ireland, Sweden, Bulgaria, Italy and the
United Kingdom.
In order to facilitate service access to the planes,
FAS relies on Ring Power. Genie® manlifts and boomlifts
provided by the Cat Rental Store® make it easy for
workers to maneuver around the work areas,
while Caterpillar® forklifts provided by the
Lift Truck division help workers move
and haul materials, tools and supplies—
everything from engines to larger aircraft

An FAS mechanic works on a jet engine with assistance from a Genie manlift.

Flightstar’s operating costs down, and everything he needs is available
under one roof, including service and support. “Aircraft damage is
big in our world and a very serious event,” he explained, pointing out
that even a small dent can cause rigorous destruction on an airplane.
“This equipment allows us to have mobility around the aircraft and has
lessened the aircraft damage, ultimately improving our bottom line.
For us, it’s a win-win!”
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Lakeland Power Plant Gets A Big Lift With New K-Series Wheel Loader
The delivery of a 992K coal-handling machine to the City of
Lakeland, Florida’s McIntosh Power Plant in May was a testament to
teamwork. The first of the new K-Series to be sold by Ring Power®,
the mammoth machine is also the largest Cat® wheel loader ever
delivered in our territory. Because of its size, the 992K had to be
disassembled for transport via rail from Caterpillar’s Aurora, Il. plant
directly to the customer’s location, and re-assembled—cab, wheels,
and 30-cubic yard bucket—over the course of a week.

Too large for conventional transport, the behemoth arrived,
disassembled, on multiple rail cars.

After Lakeland Regional Sales Manager Mark Wineinger
and Governmental Sales Manager Alan Thomas finalized the
sale, it was individual commitment to the group effort across
Ring Power departments and locations that saw it through.
From his office in St. Augustine, Sales Administration Manager
Jay Lusk orchestrated the delivery, while Tampa’s Service Manager
Todd Colegrove and Field Service Dispatcher Lonnie Teeling
coordinated the assembly operations. Lakeland Product Support Sales
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Representative Tracey Shiflet oversaw the work, which was performed
onsite by Tampa field service technicians Julian Browning and Greg
Palmer. Shiflet will also be Lakeland Electric’s point of contact for
total maintenance and repair on the 992K.
Before the machine was turned over to the City of Lakeland,
Ring Power Training Instructor Randy Scott from St. Augustine
and Technical Communicator Stacy Roberts from the Tampa
branch staged two days of new product introduction and hands-on
training to give Ring Power technicians and supervisors and City of
Lakeland personnel an overview of the 992K: its features, component
locations, maintenance requirements and use of the Vital Information
Management System (VIMS).
According to Lakeland Electric Power Production Supervisor
Jerry Shuck, the decision to buy Caterpillar® was easy. “We have
run Cats for years and our experience with Ring Power has always
been good,” he noted. “Getting coal from the yard to the plant is a

“It’s simple:
No coal, no power.
We know from
past experience
that Ring Power
provides excellent
service and keeps
us running.”

Jerry Shuck

Lakeland Electric Power Production Supervisor

high production operation and uptime is very important. It’s simple:
No coal, no power. We know from past experience that Ring Power
provides excellent service and keeps us running.”

Daniel “Boone” Goodwin is pictured here with
his sons David, Daniel and Michael.

Goodwin Brothers Construction Has Kept It That Way Since 1987.
This delegation of responsibilities leaves Goodwin free to enjoy his
Goodwin Brothers Construction, located in Brooksville, Fla.,
preferred duty on the job site: operating equipment—especially the
specializes in site preparation, mining operations, underground utility
paver.
and excavation work, and—recently—land surveying. The company
Goodwin firmly believes he owes his success to the community
also owns a fleet of dump trucks to haul quarry loads to processing
that has provided him and his company so many opportunities from
centers and reclaimed asphalt to recycling plants. Daniel “Boone”
the beginning, and he gives back whenever he can. Sometimes
Goodwin, the man behind the company, has relied on superior time
by sponsoring little league teams, sometimes by bidding high and
management skills and Cat® equipment to build a solid reputation for
often on livestock at the county fair (and giving the bulk of the
quality work ever since he founded the company in 1987.
meat to employees and friends!) Known as a man who still values a
Goodwin grew up in what is now called Wesley Chapel, Fla.
handshake, Goodwin is held in high esteem by those with whom his
back when about a dozen families lived within a five-mile radius,
company does business. He lets his company’s reputation speak for
and began his career in construction in 1966 as a dozer operator
itself.
for a Lakeland-based company. After 10 years with this company,
“That’s the way you do business; that’s
Goodwin tried relocating to North
Carolina but soon realized his dislike of
the way I do business. If I tell somebody
cold weather and snow. Upon his return
I’m going to do something, that’s the way
to Florida a year later, Goodwin took
it is,” said Goodwin. “People that see us
charge of a subcontracting company in
working on one job…see the name on the
the Brooksville area that specialized in
equipment, and want us to come work on
stripping overburden. By the mid-eighties
another.”
Goodwin was doing mining work all over
Goodwin has been a Ring Power
the state from Newberry to Ft. Pierce.
customer for three decades, since the
Then, during a slow point in 1985, he
Rozier days. He still keeps an eye out for
took advantage of an option to buy out
new machines that offer ease of use and
his partner and incorporated Goodwin
superior productivity. As a result, he has
Brothers Construction two years later.
amassed a broad variety of equipment
As Goodwin continued to grow
over the years, allowing his company to
the company and adapt to customer’s
meet whatever challenges they face. His
Eddie Goodwin takes a break from operating the loader at the
demands for underground utility and
inventory of equipment includes off-road
Inverness Airport access road project.
excavation work, Goodwin Brothers
trucks, a 400-series backhoe, a 330 and a
continued to expand and upgrade its
345 excavator, various D3, D5, D6, and
operational facilities: from residential offices, to a pole-barn on
D8 tractors, a 950H and a 980 wheel loader and a 12H motor grader.
agricultural land, to its present location just across the street from Ring Goodwin also recently purchased an AP600 paver to replace an AP800
Power’s Brooksville branch on Ponce de Leon Boulevard, where it has because he preferred the extended screed for parking lot work; and a
remained for the past 12 years.
12M because the company needed a second motor grader.
Goodwin’s foresight and self-confidence are evident in the name
Recognizing that a good name and the respect of your clients and
community comes first may not be a new idea, but the commitment
he chose for his company, which he figured would spare his sons the
to the ideal is something Goodwin Brothers Construction strives to
trouble of having to change the name after he retired. And he was
maintain in daily operations. While Goodwin may someday step
right. Each of the four Goodwin brothers now manages a different
down, his long-term planning will allow his sons to carry on with the
aspect of the family business. Daniel handles the estimates, orders the
company’s goals—and they won’t even have to change the name on
materials and oversees the day-to-day operations. Eddie oversees the
the sign out front.
underground utility, site prep and paving projects. David is in charge
Goodwin Brothers Construction can be reached at 352.796.0149
of the company’s mining projects and Michael and the mechanics keep
or goodwinbrosconst@yahoo.com.
the company’s entire fleet of equipment and trucks running smoothly.
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When Caterpillar announced last year that it would not supply
EPA 2010-compliant engines to truck or other on-highway original
equipment manufacturers (OEMs) in the U.S., Ring Power made a
bold business decision: to expand truck shop services to include a
complete menu of routine truck services for all brands of on-highway
trucks and components—and not just Cat engines.
Now, in addition to truck diesel engine overhauls and other major
repairs, Ring Power service technicians routinely perform brake jobs,
clutch adjustments, component rebuilds, tune-ups and oil changes, to
name just a few of their capabilities. Truck Parts & Service Business
Development Manager Scott Miller is helping to implement the new
business plan, which targets owners and operators of all makes of
commercial trucks from Class 4 through 8 (GVWR 14,001 pounds
and up.)
In January 2009, Ring Power became a stockholder in VIPAR
Heavy Duty Inc., an exclusive and prestigious on-highway truck parts
network that leverages the combined purchasing power of its members
to assure long-term profitability, enhance vendor brand equity and
increase combined market share. Miller, whose background includes
more than 18 years in on-highway truck parts and service, sees this as
an important step toward Ring Power’s success in the business. “Being
a VIPAR member gives us access to on-highway truck parts suppliers
that we might not have been able to do business with on our own,”
Miller said.
Ring Power parts department managers and parts associates
from St. Augustine to Tampa have actively embraced VIPAR network
training. On-highway Truck technician training sessions, which began
in February, will be held as often as necessary to keep Ring Power
diesel truck shop technicians up to speed on all makes of on-highway
diesel truck engines and components. With 95 on-highway truck
service bays at 13 full-service on-highway truck shop locations, Ring
Power is poised to take a commanding lead in a viable Florida market.
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Full service facilities are located in Jacksonville, St Augustine,
Tallahassee, Perry, Gainesville, Brooksville, Daytona, Lake City,
Lakeland, Orlando, Ocala, Palm Bay and Tampa.  The facilities in
Tarpon Springs and Sarasota carry truck parts but do not offer truck
service.
ON-HIGHWAY DIESEL TRUCK REPAIR SERVICES:
• Air Compressors
• A/C & Heating Systems
• Alternators & Starters
• Axles, Wheels & Suspensions
• Batteries
• Body, Cab and Chassis
• Brakes
• Clutches
• Drivelines
• Electrical Instruments, Systems & Wiring
• Engine Rebuilds - all makes, all models
• Exhaust Systems
• Fuel Lines & System Components
• Throttles
• Windshields, Wipers & Wiper Motors
ADDITIONAL ON-HIGHWAY TRUCK SERVICES:
• DOT Inspections
• Chassis Vehicle Inspections
• Trailer & Cargo Body Undercarriage & Decking
• Competitive Engine ECU & Component Diagnostics
• Drop-off Service
• Diesel Particulate Filter (DPF) Cleaning
• Body Shop & Paint Shop at Select Repair Centers
• Preferred Maintenance Contracts

division news

Our New Lakeland Branch

Now Open for Business
Construction of the new Ring Power facility in Lakeland was
completed right on schedule, consolidating Lakeland’s lift truck
operations and Mulberry’s heavy equipment and Cat Rental Store
operations on an expansive 40-acre campus.
Located less than two miles from exit 10 off Polk Parkway, the
new facility at 3425 Reynolds Road offers 76,000 square feet of office,
warehouse and service space. The service shops include seven heavy
equipment bays, six Cat Rental Store bays, two lift truck bays and two
bays for on-road truck repair.
“Building this new facility is a clear demonstration of Ring
Power’s confidence in our customers’ futures as well as our own,”
said VP Lakeland Regional Sales Manager Mark Wineinger. “Our
new location will enable us to penetrate new markets throughout Polk

County, while we continue to expand and improve upon our services
on behalf of our existing customers in the mining industry.”
Ring Power sales representatives, parts associates and service
technicians welcome customers to their new location, and ask that you
please make note of the new Polk County phone number and address,
as the former locations in Mulberry and Lakeland are now closed:

Some New Faces in New Places

Trucks business operations. Effective January 1, Alban will take the
reins as VP/Heavy Equipment Service Manager for Ring Power’s
North Florida Region.

The Board of Directors of Ring Power Corporation is pleased to
announce the following organizational changes:
Power Systems Division
Vaughn Beasley is currently serving as Sr. VP/Power Systems
General Manager having assumed the responsibilities previously held
by John Grubb, who retired in June.
Replacing Beasley, VP/New Engine Business Manager Keith
Moore now oversees all EPG Sales, and reports to Beasley. Also
reporting to Beasley, Steve Ferlita is VP/Used & Rental Manager,
and Phil Wessels continues as VP/Entertainment Services and Energy
Rental Solutions Manager. As of January 1, 2010, Dennis Steed will
assume responsibility as SVP/Phoenix Products Operations Manager.
Heavy Equipment Division
Tim Maguire is now Sr. VP/Director of New Heavy Equipment
Sales, succeeding Bob Porteus, who retired in April. Jeff Traina
replaced Mick Fields as VP/Brooksville Regional Manager; Mark
Wineinger replaces Scott Bassett as VP/Lakeland Regional Manager;
and Todd Sandlin replaces Mark Hill as VP/Lake City Regional
Manager, all due to recent retirements. Recently appointed Ring Power
Vice President and Secretary, David Alban currently oversees all Lift

Ring Power Corporation
3425 Reynolds Road
Lakeland, FL 33803
Phone Number 863-606-0512
Fax Number 863-606-0514

Lift Trucks and Crane Divisions
Also effective January 1, Curtis McClellan will take on combined
responsibilities in the new position of Senior Vice President of Crane
and Lift Trucks Operations. McClellan is currently Sr. VP/Lift Trucks
General Manager, having replaced Dennis Abrahamson, who retired in
June.
Information Technology
Vince May is now VP/Information Technology Manager,
replacing Randy Flueckiger who retired in March.
Training
Chip Handley is currently VP/Training Director, succeeding Noel
Schoonmaker, who retired in May.
Administrative and Power Systems Divisions
Ron Roy is now Executive Vice President and Assistant Secretary
for Ring Power, with responsibility for the Finance, Accounting,
Credit, Human Resources and Information Technology departments,
as well as the business operations of the Power Systems division.
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product report

Gets Some New
Creature Comforts
With the introduction of the newest line of RoGator® high
clearance sprayers, Ag-Chem™ once again demonstrates that it
manufactures the most versatile and dependable pieces of application
equipment in the field. The RoGator 884, 800-gallon capacity, and
1084, 1000-gallon capacity, sprayers feature the new C7 Tier III
Caterpillar® engine; and have added the Crenlo cab, the application
industry’s only cab designed for use specifically on application
equipment.
The Tier III engine operates at 2100 rpm, 400 rpm less than the 74
Series RoGators, for greater performance and less noise, both in and
out of the cab. The engine also provides more torque than the 74 Series
for increased performance in challenging field conditions, maximizing
productivity without losing time and power.
Long hours, rough terrain and miles of road travel can take a toll

designed for application work.”
The three-point cab mounting with rubber isolators minimizes
noise and vibrations. Upgraded air filters offer a cleaner environment
for the operator. All system functions, including the throttle and
hydrostatic control, are quickly accessible on the right-hand console
adjacent to the seat. The hydrostatic control handle puts the most
frequently used controls at the operator’s fingertips including the
master apply switch, gear selection, boom tip control, foam marker
and individual boom section control. The new RoGator 84 Series
also improved the hose and wiring routings to reduce maintenance.
“The wiring harness has been routed to reduce strains and protect
connectors,” Haefner says. “This is just another step to ensure these
sprayers are ‘built for business’ as the best and most reliable on the
market.”

“These sprayers are ‘built for business’ as
the best and most reliable on the market.”
on a machine that’s not built to handle the conditions. Paul Haefner,
RoGator marketing specialist for AGCO’s Application Division, says
the RoGator 84 Series maintains the strongest drive train in their class,
a benefit when working in wet, spring weather, providing the ability
to spray more acres per day in the toughest field conditions. The new
Tier III engine, coupled with stronger running hydrostat motors and an
application-specific cab for spraying, guarantees the RoGator will get
the work done efficiently and comfortably.
“For the first time RoGator’s 800 and 1000 Series sprayers will
feature the same cab that is featured on the larger 1286C and SS
model,” Haefner says. “This cab is now common on all RoGators,
giving every customer the benefit of having a cab that is specifically
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Each RoGator is exclusively designed from the ground up to do
one job and to do it better than any other applicator in the industry.
From the exclusive Flex Frame to the booms, the RoGator is built to
be more rugged than any other sprayer in its class and is dependable in
the most challenging conditions. Tip-to-tip pressure accuracy, fast and
easy reloading and an advanced boom leveling and suspension system
make the RoGator the first choice in spray application performance.
Email us at info@ringpower.com or contact your Ring Power
sales representative for information on RoGator high clearance
sprayers and all of the other agriculture equipment available through
the Cat Rental Store.

product report

One of the most frequently asked material handling questions
today is, “Should I use internal combustion (IC) or electric lift
trucks”? Choosing the right lift truck can save your company money.
Because individual applications may vary considerably, it is best to
discuss any specific work conditions or plans with your local lift truck
dealer before making your decision.

Applications
Electric lift trucks are ideal for working indoors in many type of
businesses. Electric lift trucks can be operated outdoors, typically only
on dry, well paved surfaces.
Internal Combustion (IC) lift trucks are ideal for outdoor use, but
if fueled by propane, they can be used indoors or outdoors.

Fuel Cost comparison. Sizeable savings are possible with an
electric lift truck, when compared with an IC lift truck. Several factors
can impact the cost, such as local fuel costs and operating hours per
year.
Maintenance Cost. As predicted, maintenance cost can vary
greatly. Maintenance cost on an electric forklift in terms of material
and labor is often lower due to less moving parts, requiring less overall
maintenance. IC lift trucks require regular engine maintenance, while
electric trucks do not.

Comparison
Machine Equipment Cost. The total up front cost for an electric
lift truck is greater due to the need to purchase a battery and charger.
However, longer service life lowers the cost per year.

DISADVANTAGES

• Produce zero emissions

• Higher initial cost

• Reduced maintenance cost

• Typically not suited for outdoor use

• Longer economic life

• Less aggressive lift and ramp speeds

• Lower noise levels

• Limited availability over 15,000 lbs

• Lower fueling cost

• Downtime due to battery charging/
changing

• Aisle width requirements are less
than an IC lift truck

• Need for battery changing station
• Poor training or negligence can ruin
the battery

INTERNAL COMBUSTION

Recharging. The biggest consideration of an electric lift truck is
the recharging process.  A typical battery takes 8 hours to recharge
completely and then an additional 8 hours to cool down before it
should be used. For example a single charge could last from 3 to 12
hours depending on the application and other factors. If your operation
has multiple shifts you may need to purchase additional batteries or,
in certain instances, a fast charge system can be used. The fast charge
system will reduce the need for additional batteries and potentially
eliminates the need for a charging station. A battery-handling station
occupies approximately 200 sq. feet or more depending on the number
of units in your fleet and number of shifts in your operation.
Refueling. The main benefit of an IC lift truck is the ability to
refuel on the fly, simply load a new LP tank or refill gas or diesel at a
refueling station and your lift truck is ready to continue working. The
downside is that in some applications you may be required to refuel
during a shift.

ELECTRIC

General Maintenance

ADVANTAGES

• Lower initial cost

• Indoor use requires good ventilation

• Better for long runs, high speed
and ramps

• Higher maintenance

• Capacity of over 35,000 lbs

• Higher fueling cost

• Better suited for multi-shift
operations
• Easy to refuel

Visit lifttrucks.ringpower.com/electric for information on all the
lines of electric forklifts offered by Ring Power Lift Trucks or phone
877-544-5438.
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Sullair Introduces ShopTek™Air Compressors
Sullair Corporation is pleased to announce the availability of
its new ShopTek™ lubricated rotary screw air compressor. These
economical, efficient, reliable compressors combine Sullair’s proven
rotary screw technology in a compact belt-drive package which
establishes new standards for
continuous-duty compressors
to meet the needs of small
horsepower markets, such as:
light manufacturing, cabinet
and trim shops, auto body
and tire shops, commercial
laundries, and an endless
number of other applications.
Sullair ShopTek™
compressors are available in
eight models ranging from
5 to 20 horsepower, with
capacities from 17 to 78 acfm,
and pressures from 125 to 175
psig. All models are available
with an optional Performance
Air System that includes a Sullair dryer and Sullair filter. An
80 or 120 gallon storage tank completes the Performance Air System
package. All components in the System are perfectly matched and
sized to meet varying air quality and performance requirements,
eliminating the need to pay for nonessential extras.
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Along with the exceptional performance and reliability that is
Sullair’s trademark, the ShopTek™ air compressor is simple to install
with a small footprint for better utilization of floor space. It also
features a durable enclosure that reduces sound levels as low as 66
dBA and is easily removed for routine maintenance procedures.
The conveniently located control panel provides access to an
integrated full voltage starter. The advanced ST Controller helps
match output to demand and
monitors status of key operating
parameters.
Sullair, a business unit of
Hamilton Sundstand, a United
Technologies Company, is one of
the world’s leading compressor
manufacturers. Sullair has been
an industry leader and innovator
since 1965. With subsidiaries
in France, China and Australia,
Sullair is also a globally
recognized manufacturer of
compressed air contaminant
removal equipment, vacuum
systems, portable compressors, and contractors’ air tools.
For more information or visit their website compressedair.
ringpower.com to see our complete offering of air compressors.

Phoenix Products’ Newest Product Line Takes Flight
36-inch wide access doors with weatherproof gaskets, stainless steel
Ring Power’s Phoenix Products division, which specializes in the
hardware and lockable handles. Optional features include motorized
manufacture of generator set enclosures, fuel storage tanks, electrical
air intake/outlet dampers, sound attenuation, lighting systems, custom
control panels and exhaust system insulation blankets, recently
paint colors and wind load ratings of 150 mph.
introduced Falcon Tanks—a new line of FDEP-compliant, U/L-listed
“Many businesses need a cost effective solution for fuel storage
generator sub-base tanks with high-quality, custom-built generator
enclosures.
and generator packaging,”
Designed and manufactured
explains Phoenix Products
to strict production standards
VP and General Manager Bob
by Phoenix Products engineers
Lytle. “In these economically
and technicians, the new Falcon
challenging times, it makes
Tanks provide double-wall
good business sense to offer
secondary containment in sizes
these customers a high quality
up to 1200-gallon capacity.
package from a manufacturer
The tanks sit on steel channel
with the experience and
supports, which not only
expertise that Phoenix Products
provides good air circulation
offers.”
to prevent corrosion from
To learn more about Falcon
condensation, but also permits
Tanks and other Phoenix
visual inspection of the tank
Products and services, log on
An aerial photo of Phoenix Products’ Jacksonville, Florida manufacturing facilities.
bottom.
to www.phoenixprods.com, or
All Falcon Tank generator enclosures feature flat-roof
email phoenix.sales@phoenixprods.com for information about tank
inspection, tank repair, or tank ‘return to service’ issues. Phoenix
construction on a lightweight frame with pre-painted aluminum side
Products division headquarters are located in Jacksonville, Florida
panels. Intake louvers with bird screening, gravity discharge dampers
with West Coast offices in Oakdale, California.
and exhaust-silencer mounting brackets all come standard, as do the
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uptime

Manage Your Cost Per Hour
In terms of equipment management, preventive maintenance
is the key factor that has the greatest effect on your profits over the
life of your equipment. It is estimated that system contamination
is the leading cause of more than 70% of hydraulic system and
major component failures. When machines are well maintained and
inspected regularly, there’s a higher probability that potential problems
will be caught early—before they turn into bigger, more costly issues.
According to Caterpillar’s SOMA (Site Operation Maintenance
Advisor), major component life can be increased 62% simply by
improving maintenance practices from average to excellent.
Maintenance Rating

Component Life

Average

7,130 Hrs.

Excellent

11,550 Hrs.

Consider your current preventive maintenance practices and
service needs and ask yourself, “Who is best qualified to provide these
services?” As your Caterpillar® dealer, we are convinced that Ring
Power’s PM Solutions can meet your maintenance needs in the most
timely, efficient and cost-effective manner.
PM Solutions is more than just an oil and filter change; it is a
maintenance management system. Our program incorporates seven
elements that are essential to keeping productivity high and owning
and operating costs low.

The Seven Elements

1) Preventive Maintenance is the basic requirement of a good
maintenance program, and includes regular oil and filter changes as
outlined in the manufacturer’s lubrication and maintenance manual.
2) Oil Sampling lets you know what is going on inside your machine.
When tested at regular intervals, oil samples can forecast wear-related
problems and keep minor problems from becoming a major failure.
With PM Solutions, each compartment is sampled every 250
hours. Our oil lab technicians and product support staff closely
monitor the sample results. Results that require action are transmitted
electronically to your PC, laptop or Blackberry so we can respond to
potential problems quickly.
3) Inspections can detect problems that may otherwise go unnoticed.
Small problems like oil leaks, worn belts or corroded batteries can
lead to expensive downtime if not corrected in a timely manner.
With PM Solutions, a thorough inspection is performed with each
service. All inspections are written, reviewed and sent to you within
24 hours.
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4) Scheduling ensures all maintenance and inspections are performed
on time, and at your convenience.
PM Solutions operates 24 hours a day, seven days a week so
maintenance will be performed around your work schedule.
5) Record Keeping documents machine repair history with details of
component life and cost. Good record keeping helps identify problem
areas that create high cost and downtime.
6) Repair Management maximizes your equipment investment. Oil
sample trends, machine hours and condition are vital information in
the decision-making process of whether to repair, rebuild or replace
your machine.
Ring Power knows your equipment best. As a trusted advisor, we’ll
be here over the life cycle of your machine. We’ll partner with you to
maximize the value of your equipment investment and strengthen your
reputation as a profitable operation.
7) Training helps your associates develop good daily work habits. As
your maintenance provider, we are ready to fill the gaps with on-site
training for your machine operators and maintenance personnel.

As a PM Solutions customer you can also expect:

• A no-cost 5-year/10,000-hour warranty on rebuilt power train
components.
• To take advantage of the latest improvements in oil technology and
performance.
• Environmental compliance in disposing of waste oil and filters.
• Cost per hour billing: Only pay for the hours you have run your
machine.
• Product Link hardware and Equipment Manager software enabling
remote equipment monitoring from your desktop. (Standard on most
current models).
Preventive maintenance delivers positive results—no matter how
many machines you operate, how old your equipment is or what type
of work you do. The key is to structure a PM program that meets all
your business objectives, including productivity and cost goals. Let
us manage your equipment costs so you can focus on your business
goals.
Call your Ring Power Product Support Sales Representative
today at 877-733-5120 to find out how PM Solutions can benefit your
equipment and improve your bottom line.

FINANCING
ON MAJOR
COMPONENT
REBUILDS
2010 Component Rebuild
Stimulus Program
Take advantage of 0% FINANCING* offered by Ring
Power on major Caterpillar® component repairs! From
now till the end of 2010, all parts and labor totaling more
than $5,000 (attachments, work tools, rebuilds, repowers,
engines, undercarriage) will qualify for the special
financing, and purchases can be combined to reach the
$5,000 minimum.
The following terms and conditions apply:
• 12 months of equal payments at 0% interest
• Excavators (312 & larger), Wheel Loaders (938-990)
and Track-type Tractors (D3-D8) only
For more information about Ring Power’s 2010
Component Rebuild Stimulus Program, or to schedule
work at one of our service centers, contact your Product
Support Sales Rep today!
*0% financing provided through Cat Access on all eligible repairs performed before the end of 2010. Must be
pre-qualified by Ring Power and approved by Caterpillar Financial Services Corp. Offer based on current financial
information and may be withdrawn or revised at any time without notice.
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offering a full line of replacement rubber
tracks for most every model of mini-excavator
and compact/multi-terrain loader.

Your best source for

replacement rubber tracks
C a t e r p i l l a r ® • B o b c a t ® • Ta k e u c h i ® • M u s t a n g ® • G E H L ® • J o h n D e e r e ®

A L L

P A R T S

E X P R E S S

CAll ouR SPeCiAliSTS TodAy AT:

1(800)-671-0025

Ring Power’s all parts express provides
competitively priced replacement parts for
all makes and models of heavy equipment.
Commonly used parts are in stock for most
popular machine brands and models. Whether
you’re in need of replacement undercarriage
components, hydraulic cylinders, pumps,
motors, electrical parts, chassis parts, drivetrain
components, engine parts, or anything else,
Ring Power’s All Parts Specialist Team can supply
you with what you need for a great price.

